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Introduction 
The notions of occupation and local times for a standard Wiener process 
{ W(t); t 2 0) were introduced by P. Levy [ 141. For any Bore1 set A of the real line 
H(A, t) := h{s: s s t, W(s) E A} 
is called the occupation time of W, where A is the Lebesgue measure. It is well 
known that H(A, t) is a random measure, absolutely continuous with respect to A. 
The Radon-Nikodym derivative of H is called the local time of W, and it will be 
denoted by T, i.e., 7(x, t) is defined by 
H(A, t) = I 7(x, t) dx. A 
H. Trotter [22] proved that 77(x, t) is continuous in both arguments. For a review 
of corresponding modulus of continuity results we refer to Csaki et al. [4]. For later 
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reference we quote here some well known results of Kesten [lo]: 
limsup sup 7(x, t)/(2t log log t)“’ 
,+a Y 
= limsup ~(0, t)/(2t log log t)1’2 = 1 a.s., (1) 
1-a 
lip&f sup n(x, t)(log log t)“*/t”* = y, a.s., (2) 
- x 
where y, is an absolute positive constant whose exact value was recently evaluated 
by Csiki and FGldes [5]. 
Similar concepts and results can be formulated when studying a simple symmetric 
random walk instead of a Wiener process. Let X,, X,, . . . be i.i.d. N with P{X, = l} = 
P{X, = -l} = i. In this case a natural definition of the local time 5(x, n) of {S,} is 
5(x, n):= No.{k: 0s k< n, S, =x}, 
where x is an integer, S,, = 0 and S, = X, f. . . +X,, k = 1,2,. . . . Concerning the 
latter, it is known (cf. Chung and Hunt [3], Kesten [lo]) that (1) and (2) remain 
true when replacing 7(x, t) by ((x, n) in them. In fact, in the latter context more 
exact results are known, such as 
Theorem A (Chung and Hunt [3]). Let_/(x) (x 2 0) be an increasing function with 
lim,,,f(x) = CO, and define the integral 
O” II(f) = 
I 
yP’f(y) exp(-f2(y)/2) dy. 
1 
Then 
[(O, n) G n”‘f( n) except for jinitely many n if II(f) < 03, 
e(O, n) 2 n”2f(n) i.0. if I,(f) = ~0 
with probability one. 
Theorem B (Chung and Hunt [3]). Letf(x) (x 2 0) be a function such that f(x) i 0, 
x”*f(x) 100 as x + 03, and define the integral 
m 
I*(f) = Y-'_/-(Y) dy. 
1 
Then 
((0, n) S n”*f(n) i.0. $1,(f) = Co, 
((0, n) 2 n”‘f( n) except for finitely many n if I*(f) < a 
with probability one. 
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The said analogous asymptotic behaviour of .$ and 17 prompted some authors to 
aim at a general invariance principle saying that the latter two local times should 
be asymptotically near to each other in some sense. For instance, RCvCsz [20] proved 
Theorem C. On a probability space (a, s&, P) one can de&e a Wiener process and a 
sequence X,, X2, _ . . of i.i.d. rv with P{X, = 1) = P{X, = -1) = 4 such that for any 
6>0 we have 
lim n -“4-s sup,Is(x, n) - 77(x, n)l= 0 a.s. 
n-m 
and 
lim n -1/4-sISn - W( n)l = 0 a.s. 
“-CC 
simultaneously. 
This theorem for example implies the following 
Consequence 1. Theorems A and B remain true if we replace .$(O, n) by ~(0, n). 
In the light of the above results it is also natural to ask how we can formulate 
them for a general random walk. 
The notion of occupation time for partial sums { Tk} (k = 0, 1, . . . , T,, = 0) of 
i.i.d. N Y,, Y2, . . . is defined analogously to that of W. Assume that EY, = 0, EY: = 1 
and P{ Y, = 0) = 0. Then for any Bore1 set A of the real line 
Z(A,n):=No.{k: k<n, Tk~A} 
is called the occupation time of { Tk}. 
As to the notion of local time of { Tk}, the matter of its definition is not that simple 
and there are several in use. Some of the studied definitions are as follows: Let 
T(t):=T,+(t-n)Y,+,(n~t~n+l,n=O,l,...)andforanyrealxdefine 
ll(x, n):=No.{s: ssn, T(s)=x}, &(x, n) := No.{ k: k s n, I Tk -xl s i}, 
&(x, n) := lj$ (2~)~‘A{s: s < n, IT(s) -xl G e}, 
where 
d(x):=&:={k: l~k<n,(T,-x)(Tk_,-x)<O}, 
B(x):=W:={k: lsksn, Tk_,=x}u{k: k=n,(Tk-x)(Tk-,-x)<O}. 
We observe that if we replace Tk by S, in the definition of &, then for each 
integer x we have li(X, n) = 5(x, n) for all w E 0 and all positive integers n (i = 
192,394). 
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Some properties of 5,, & and l3 were, for example, studied by Csiirgii and 
Rev&z [7]. The definition of &, is essentially due to Perkins [ 191. Namely he defines 
and says: “. . . tJ5(x, n) is just the total length of the overshoots past x completed by 
Tk up to time n”. 
Naturally it is of interest to see how near to each other are these local times. In 
case of Y, having an absolutely continuous distribution function, R&t& [20] showed 
that, for any e > 0, 
ICr(0, n)-pi&(O, n)l/.1’4+F+0 as., 
where p, := E( Y,], and using the same method of proof it can be also shown that 
in this case we have as well 
lp15i(0, n) - c4(0, ~)//Fz”~+’ + 0 a.s. 
Also, absolute continuity of the distribution of Y, implies that 
(3) 
54(x, n) =X,(x, n). 
The local times (I and lJ appear to be the most natural ones of the above mentioned 
five definitions. However it turned out (cf. Csorgii and R&&z [7, Lemma 1.1.1) that 
& does not have satisfactory properties. Namely, the asymptotic behaviour of 
sup, &(x, n) does not agree with that of sup, 77(x, n). For our present purpose l4 
will turn out to be the most suitable one. Hence it would be desirable to extend 
(3), uniformly in x, to the case when Y, does not necessarily have an absolutely 
continuous distribution. 
The purpose of the present work is to study the local time behaviour or .,I c 
general random walks {T,,} via proving a general strong invariance principle 
analogous to Theorem C. 
The investigation of the asymptotic closeness of 5(x, n) and 7(x, n) begun with 
Knight [ 1 l] who essentially proved a weak analogue of Theorem C (cf. also Perkins 
[17]). This result was extended by Miller [16]. Later on lattice value distributions 
were studied by Borodin [l] and Perkins [ 191. Also, Perkins [ 191, respectively Borodin 
[2], proved a weak invariance principle for the local time of partial sums of i.i.d. 
rv whose characteristic function c( . ) satisfies the condition 
liyy k(t)1 < 1, 
respectively the condition 
(5) 
As far as we know, the first strong invariance principle for local time was proved 
by Stone [21], who proved Theorem C without the given rate of convergence. 
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Theorem C was extended to lattice valued distributions by Csiki and RCvi%z [6], 
and Borodin [2]. Also, RCvCsz [20] proved an analogue of Theorem C for absolutely 
continuous rv, while Borodin [2] proved a similar statement under the condition (5). 
The mentioned invariance principles were not quoted precisely above due to the 
fact that their rate of convergence (if any), their moment conditions and their 
definitions of local time for partial sums differ from paper to paper. 
For the sake of comparing the results of this paper to earlier ones, we quote three 
of the above mentioned ones in detail. The first one is a weak, while the second 
one is a strong invariance principle. In order to formulate the former, we need 
and 
T,( 1) := n ~“‘(TI,,,+(nt-[nt])YI,,,,,)=n-“2T(nt) 
&‘(X, t) := n-‘/2 (55(X, [ntl)+_(nt -[~~l)(!L(x, [ntl+ 1) -55(x, [ntl))). 
Theorem D (Perkins [ 19, Theorem 1.21). Let Y,, Y2, . . . be i.i.d. rv with mean zero 
and variance one and let c(t) denote the characteristic function of Y,. Suppose either 
EY; < co and condition (4) holds, or El YIl’ <CO for some r > 1+3’/’ and Y, E 
{an: n E Z} for some a > 0, where Z is the set of integers. Then 
(T,(f), 51”‘b, t)) 4 (W(t), h?(x, t)), 
for (x, t) E (-CO, 00) x[O, 11, where +“’ means weak convergence on C(W x D[O, 11). 
Perkins also notes that ‘in Theorem D condition (4) can be replaced by the 
following weaker one: 
There exists a C > 0 and a 6 > $ such that P{ 1 Tkl s x} 
s C(xk-“2 +k-6)foranyx>Oand k=l,2,.... (4*) 
Theorem E (Borodin [2], Theorems 1.2 and 1.41). On a probability space (0, &, P) 
one can dejine a Wiener process and a sequence of i.i.d. rv Y,, Y2, . . . wirh a given 
distribution function F of mean zero and variance one such that for i = 1, 2, 4 we have 
limsup t-“4(10g t)-’ SUP, lci(X, t) - 77(X, t)l <Co a.s., 
t+m 
provided that E I Y, Ig+8 < ~0 for some E > 0, and one of the following two conditions 
also holds true: (i) Y, has a lattice distribution, (ii) condition (5) is satisjied. 
The above invariance results show that the asymptotic behaviour of & h;or some 
i must be the same as that of 7 (n +o;)), provided the distribution of YI is either 
smooth (i.e., conditions (4), (4*) or (5) are satisfied) with some additional moment 
conditions, or is a lattice distribution again with further moment conditions. However 
they do not say anything about the case when the distribution of Y, is neither 
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smooth nor lattice. As far as we know, the only result covering such a case is due 
to Perkins [19]. He proved an analogue of Theorem D for x fixed. 
Theorem F (Perkins [ 19, Theorem 1.31). Let .{ Yi} be independent rv with mean zero 
and variance one that satisfy the Lindeberg condition: 
For each t > 0, lim n-’ 
n-m 
i E(Y:I(IY,I>tn”‘))=O. 
i=l 
If&, . . . , xk E [w are fixed, then 
(T,(f), l:“‘(x,, t), . . f, 6in)tXk, t)) 
’ ( w(z),td% t), . . * ,hh f), . *. , fq(Xk, t)) 
on C(Rk+‘). 
Our aim here is to prove a strong analogue of Theorem D. We also consider the 
case of x fixed, like in Theorem F, and prove a strong invariance principle in the 
i.i.d. case with 4+ E moments. However we- do not consider the lattice case of 
Theorem D here, for it is dealt with in Csaki and Revtsz [6], and Borodin [2]. 
Concerning the smooth case, we will assume a condition (cf. condition (IO)), which 
is an analogue of condition (4*) of Perkins. 
Theorem 1. On a probability space (0, d, P) one can define a Wiener process Wand 
a sequence of i.i.d. rv Y,, Y2, . . . with a given distribution function F of mean zero and 
variance one such that for any real number x and for any .e > 0 we have 
IUx, n) - Il(x, n)l= o(n”) as. (n +a), (6) 
where 
Azmax 2 L- CL 
8’2 5(4+/A) > 
and 
IT,- W(n)l=o(n”‘4+p”) a..s. (n+CO) 
simultaneously, provided that E 1 Y,14+” < 00 for some p > 0. 
(7) 
Theorem 2. On a probability space (0, ti, P) one can de$ne a Wiener process Wand 
a sequence of i.i.d. rv Y,, Yz, . . . with a given distribution function F of mean zero and 
variance one such that we have 
s~p15~(x,n)-r)(x,n)(=o(n”~+“) a.s. (n+03) 
X (8) 
for any E > 0, and 
IT,- W(n)l=O(logn) a.s. (n-+a) (9) 
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simultaneously, provided that the moment generating function of Y, exists in a neigh- 
bourhood of the origin, and there exist C > 0, p > 0 such that for each integer k a 1 
and real x > 0 
P{IT&sx}s C(xa+k-‘). (10) 
In order to compare the smoothness conditions of (4), (4*), (5) and (lo), we have 
Lemma 1 
Condition (5) implies that the distribution function F is absolutely 
continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure (cf Kawata 
[9, Theorem 11.6.11). 
7’he absolute continuity of F implies (4) by the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma. 
Condition (4) implies (4*) and (10) (cJ Perkins [19, p. 4491). Hence 
(5) implies (4), and (4) implies (4*) and (10). 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
Remark 1. In order to throw some light on conditions (4*) and (lo), we present 
two examples. 
Example 1. Let .$ > 0, and define the distribution of Yi by 
P{Y,=[}=(1+[2))‘, P{P{ Yi = -&P’} = &1+ &‘))‘. 
First we study the case of 5 = 2i14. From the theory of Diophantine approximation 
we know that there exists C, > 0 such that 
C,n-2<Ik/n-2”2] for any k>O and n>O, 
and there’exist C, > 0, and sequences 0 < n, < n, < . . . and 0 < k, < k2 < * * * such that 
Iki/ni-2”21<C2n;2 for i-1,2;.*. 
These facts imply that there exist constants CT > 0, CT > 0, such that 
min(T,I3CTn-’ (n=l,2,...) 
and 
min]T,IS C;n-’ for infinitely many n. 
We have also 
P{IT,I=min)T,I}-Cn-“’ with some C>O. 
Hence, for any x > 0 and some E > 0, C(l) > 0, C”’ > 0 
if x< CTn-‘, n = 1,2,. . . , 
if CTn-’ SxS.5, n=l,2 ,..., 
if x = CTn-’ for infinitely many n. 
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Consequently the herewith defined {T.,} satisfies condition (10) with p = i, but it 
does not satisfy any of the conditions (4), (4*), (5). 
Secondly, let LJ be any positive number for which there exist C > 0 and integers 
O<n,<n,.‘.,O<k,<k,<... suchthat 
l&-ki/nil<Ce-“~ (i=1,2,...). 
Then it is easily seen that none of the conditions (4), (4*), (5), (10) hold true for 
{T,}. (Clearly any rational .$’ satisfies the above inequality, and it is also easy to 
find an irrational 5 satisfying it as well). 
Example 2. Define the distribution of Y, by: P{ Y, =(i)“‘} = P{ Yr = -($“‘} = 
P{ Y, = 22r’*} = P{ Y, = -2-r’*} = a. Then a simple calculation shows P{ T,, = 0) = 
Cn~‘, and further simple calculations show that {T,,} satisfies condition (10) but 
not (4) and (5). 
The first part of Example 1 shows that (10) is satisfied if T,, cannot be zero or 
close to it, while Example 2 shows that (10) holds true also when the probability 
of the event that T, is zero or close to it is small like l/n. On the other hand, the 
second part of Example 1 shows that (10) is not satisfied if the probability of T,, 
equals zero or close to it is big like l/n”*. 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 will be based on two earlier results in Cs6rg6 
and RCvesz [7], Theorems 3 and 4, which we now quote. 
Theorem G. For a sequence of i.i.d. rv { Yi} with mean zero and variance one and a 
sequence of positive real numbers {a,,} there exists a Wiener process W defined on the 
probability space of { Yi} with occupation time H such that 
A,(a,):=sup(2a,)-‘IH((x- a,,x+a,),n)-Z((x-a,,x+a,),n)l 
X 
= O( n1/2+1/a (log log n)“‘/a,) as. (n +a), (14) 
provided that the basic space is rich enough, El Y,l” < 00 (a > 2), and a,, < n”4t1’a-E 
for all n with some E > 0. Consequently, if 
a,n-““(loglog n)-‘/*+a as n+co, (15) 
then 
A,(a,)=o(n”*) a.s. (n-+m). (16) 
Also, if 
a,=n’/*+6, 0<6<+, (17) 
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then for any E > 0 we have 
A,(a,)=o(n”‘-‘+“) a..~. (n-co). (18) 
Theorem H. For a sequence of i.i.d. rv {Y,} with mean zero and variance one and a 
sequence of positive real numbers {a,,} there exists a Wiener process W defined on the 
probability space of {Y,} such that 
A,(a,)=O(log n(n loglog n)“‘/a,) U.S. (n+m), (19) 
provided that the basic space is rich enough, the moment generating function of Y, 
exists in a neighbourhood of the origin, and a, < n’14-’ for all n with some E > 0. 
Consequently, if 
a,(log n)-‘(log log n)-“‘+ Co as n + Co, (20) 
then 
A,(a,)=o(n”2) U.S. (n+co). (21) 
Also, if 
a, = n’, 0<6<& (22) 
then 
A,(a,) = o( n(‘P’)‘2) U.S. (n + a). (23) 
Remark 2. Since the proofs of Theorems G and H are based on the Komlos, Major 
and Tusnady [ 131 construction, we have also that the statements of Theorem G hold 
simultaneously with 
IT,- W(n)l=o(n”“) a.s. (n+a), 
while those of Theorem H hold simultaneously with 
IT,- W(n)(=O(logn) a.s. (n-+00). 
Clearly, Theorems G and H say that under the there mentioned conditions H/a, 
is near to Z/a,. Utilizing the continuity properties of n we will easily prove that n 
is near to H/a,. If we could also prove that any of the ci is near to Z/a,, then we 
could also obtain a strong invariance principle saying that li is close to n. We will 
in fact see by a discrete version of the Tanaka formula that c4 is close enough to 
Z/a,. Our Section 1 is devoted to present some thoughts on the Tanaka formula 
itself. Then in Sections 2 and 3 we prove our main strong invariance principles 
Theorems 1 and 2, as a consequence of Theorems G and H, and the said discrete 
Tanaka formula (Theorem 4). In Section 4 we present a few consequences of the 
invariance principles proved in Sections 2 and 3. 
The authors are indebted to the referee for helpful suggestions. The present form 
of Lemma 7 is due to him or her. 
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1. Some thoughts on the Tanaka formula 
A well known unpublished result of Tanaka for the local time of a Wiener process 
says (cf., e.g., McKean [15]) 
77(x, t)=\W(t)-xl-lx\-/‘sign(W(s)-x)dW(s). 
0 
(1.1) 
In this section we are interested in establishing a similar form for the local time of 
the random walk {T,,}. 
First we study the case of the simple symmetric random walk {S,}. We have 
Theorem 3. For any integer x, n = 1,2, . . , and for all w E 0, 
n-l 
5(x, n)=JS,-x/-Ixl-~~usign(Sk-x)Xk+l. 
Proof. We define u0 = 0, and 
V, = V,(X) := min{ k: k > 0, S, = x}, 
uj+l = u~+l (x):=min{k:k>vj,Sk=x} (j=1,2 ,... ), 
p(n) := max{ j: V, < n}. 
We note that 
p(n) = 
1 
5(x, n) if x # 0, 
5(x, n)-1 if x = 0. 
Then we have 
VI--l 
,2, sign(S, -x)X,+, = 
1 
_‘:’ 
ifx#O, 
if x = 0, 
2 sign(S, -x)X,+, = -1 
k=v, 
“,+I 
kt’sign(Sk-x)Xk+I=-ll (j-1,2,...,p(n)-I), 
I 
n-1 
c sign(Sk-x)Xk+I=(Sn-x(-l. 
k=u,,(n) 
Hence 
n-l 
,g, skn(sk -x)Xk+l = 
-IxI+ISn-xI-l-(~(n)-l) ifxZ0, 
-l+(S,-xl-l-(f*.(n)-1) ifx=O, 
(1.2) 
and by (1.2) the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
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We remark that making use of the method of proof of Theorem 3 and well known 
properties of n, one can also prove (1.1). (Cf. also Perkins [18].) 
Now we generalize Theorem 3 for the random walk {T,} by proving 
Theorem 4. For any real x, n = 1,2,. . . and for all w E 0, 
(1.3) 
Proof. We define 
~,=T,(x):=inf{k: kzl,(T,-x)(T,_,-x)sO} 
~*=~~(x):=inf{k: k>T,,(Tk-x)(Tk_,--x)sO} 
Tj+l =Tj+l(x):=inf{k: k>7;,(Tk-x)(Tk_,-x)sO}, j=l,2,..., 
P=P(x):={k: l<ksn,rkkn}. 
We have 
7,-L 
k:Osign(T,-x)Y,+,= 
tf T,zx’ 
tfT,=x,j=1,2 ,..., 
“71 
,z sign(Tk-x)Yk+,=I~,-~I-I~~~-xl. 
76‘ 
Consequently, on summing the above sums we get (1.3). 
2. Proof of Theorem 1. 
First a few lemmas. 
Lemma 2. If El Y,14+F < CO for some p > 0, and a, = n1’(4+@-r), 0 < y < p, then for 
any p > 0 we have 
Z(C-7 x+ a,), n) 
sup a n’/2+P +O 
a n’12-P 
+cx) a.s. (n+CD). 
n 
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Proof. We know that if we replace 2 by H in the above two formulas then the 
corresponding statements are true. Hence by Theorem G we have also Lemma 2. 
Lemma 3. Let Y,, Yz, . . . be i.i.d. rv such that E 1 Y,14+& < 00 for some p > 0, and let 
U0, UI, . . . be any sequence of rv such that 1 U,,( G a,, = r~“(~+~-‘), 0 < y < p. Assume 
that Y,,, is independent of ( U,,, . . . , U,,, Y,, . . , Y,) for each n. Then 
i U,Y,+,/n’-‘+O a.s. (n-+00), 
k=O 
for any 0<6<i-1/(4+P-y). 
Proof. Let s, :=~~=, UkYk+lr 2v:=/_-y, 0:=1-26-(2+v))‘.Then f3>Obyour 
assumptions on 6, /1 and y. Clearly we have 
E(S$-,, . . . , $I= K-1, i.e. {S,} is a martingale sequence. 
Also, 
ES; c na2, = ,‘+@+u)- 
(2.1) 
and 
E (SX+, -SN~)2~(N,+,-N,)a2,~+1~ CnK-r(n+l)K’(2+“), 
where N, = nK (K integer), and C > 0. 
BY (2.1), 
(2.2) 
E(s,~,N;-~)~= nK(1+(2+y)~‘)/n2K(1~6’= n-KB, 
and since 8 > 0, on choosing K large enough, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma we get 
that 
SN,/NLPS+O as. (n+a). 
Now let N,, s m s N,,,,. Then 
Im S-‘S,I~(N~-‘SN,I+ max 
NHrmsN,,+, 
NS,-‘IS, - s,I, 
and by (2.2) and the martingale inequality 
E( N:-’ N,,,m,%%,+, IS, - SN,,I)‘c CnK-‘(n + 1)K’(2+p)n2K(SP’) = Cn-(‘+KB). 
Hence Lemma 3 is proven. 
Lemma 4. Assume the conditions of Lemma 2 and assume that y is close enough to 
t.~, in fact we assume that 
Y 
>p. 
4fp-y 5 
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Then there exists an E > 0 such that 
0” 
&(x,n)dx/Z((-a,,a,),n)=l+o(n-‘) a.s. (n+~) 
-0. 
where 
e=e(+~ - 
5(4+/J)+&. 
Proof. Let 
A=A,:={k: l<k~n--1, Tk~(-a,,a,), Tk_,~(-a,,a,)}, 
B=B,:={k: lsksn-1, T,E(-&,a,), Tk_,~(-a,,a,)}, 
C=C,,:={k: lskGn-1, Tk~(--a,,a,), Tk_,e(-a,,a,)}. 
By the definition of & we have 
a” 
a” 
I 
=” &(x, n)dx=2 C ITk-x)dx+ C IT,-xldx. 
-a. -0. ked -a. ke4B 
We have 
(=o if ngAuBuC, 
Ixjdx= Y2,/2 if nEA, 
if n E Bu C. 
Also, 
% 
iTk-T,-,i 
2 c ITk-xldx=2 c 
-0. ktdnA I ksA 0 
1x1 dx = ,;, Y’k 
and % 
2 c 
--LI” kt.dn(BuC) 
ITk-xl dxs kt;uC Y2k. 
Hence 
I”_sn 14(x, n) dx ’ y’k c Y’k ksA kcBvC 
z((-a,, a,), n)-z((-a,, a,), n) <Z((- a,, 4, n)’ 
(2.3) 
Since 
IY&k “(4+P-E) except for finitely many k with probability one 
if O<E<p, (2.4) 
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No.{k: k E B} G No.{ k: 1 s k s n, 1 Ykj > r~“(~++-~)} 
+ No.{ k: 1 s k s n, Tk E (a, - n 1’(4+w--E), a,) u (-a,, -a, + r~“(~+~-~‘)} 
s No.{k: 1 c kc n, 1 Ykl > k”(4+FLE)}+Z((a, - r~“(~+~~~), a,), n) 
+z((-a,, -a, + n”(4+wmF)), n) 
<0(1)+n 1/2+;,)/(4+pe) 
by the first statement of Lemma 2 with probability one. A similar upper estimation 
of No.{k: k E C} is also true. Hence by the second statement of Lemma 2 and the 
law of large numbers 
c y’k 
ktBuC 
Z((-a,, a,), n) 
~(l+o(l))(O(l)+n”~+%‘(4+~-~‘<n_P(5~4~~))~’ 
n ‘/2-Pn ‘/(4+P--Y) 
where the last inequality is due to choosing E > 0 and p > 0 small enough. 
Next consider 
c et+1 -O(l)< c y:=z c YE,,, 
ktE, ktA kED,, 
where 
and 
E, := {k: 1 G k< n - 1, Tk E (-a, + H”(~+~-‘), a, - n1’(4+ppe))}, 
D,, := {k: 1< k< n - 1, Tk E (-a,, a,)}, 
and the left-hand side inequality is due to (2.4). By Lemma 2 we have 
No.(E,)/No.(D,)= l+o(n”) a.s. 
and 
0( l)/No.(D,,) = o( 
while by (2.7), (2.8) and the 
1’2+p) a.s., (2.8) 
LIL we have 
C YE+,/No.(D,,) = 1 +o(-“~+~) a.s. for all E > 0, 
kED. 
and 
1 YE+,/No.(E,) = 1 + o(K”~+‘) a.s. for all E > 0. 
keE,, 
Now relations (2.6)-(2.10) together imply that 
C Y2,/Z((-u,,~2,),n)=l+o(n-~) a.s. 
keA 
Hence (2.3), (2.5) and (2.11) result in Lemma 4. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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Lemma 5. Under the conditions of Lemma 4 we have 
k‘t(O, n) -Z((- a,,a,), n)/2a,\=0(n”~-~) a.s. as n+a. 
Proof. With the notations of Lemma 2 we have 
&do, n) -z((-a,, a,), nK% 
(I 
% 
=J4(0,n)-(l+o(n-e)) 54x, n) dx/2a, 
-a. > 
= a, 1 (2 )- {j _I (UO, n) - &(x9 n)) dx- o(n-?( Ia” Ux, n) dx 
n -a. 
= (2a,)-’ [“” (&(O, n)-t&,(x, n)) dx+o(n1’2-e), (2.12) 
where in the second equality Lemma 4, while in the fourth equality the first statement 
of Lemma 2 and Lemma 4 were used. 
Now, by Theorem 4, 
Since 
I 
% if Tk>a, or T,<O 
&,x,( Tk) dx = 
0
(I” 
dx = a,, - Tk if O< Tk<anr 
Tk 
we get 
I,o,,,( Tk) Yk+, dx = C (a, - Tk) Yk+,, 
ksF, 
where 
F, := {k: 1 s k~ n - 1, Tk E (0, a,)}. 
By Lemma 3 we have 
,,C, (a, - L) yk+, = o(No.(F,))‘-~, 
n 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where 
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By the first statement of Lemma 2 
No.(F,) = o(Q,n’/2+P) = o(n’/2+p+‘/(4+~p~)). 
Combining (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) we get 
4o.xJ~d Yk+, dxla, = o(n I/4+&7 ). 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Clearly, a similar as. estimate is valid when the limits of integration in (2.18) are 
-a, and 0 instead of 0 and a,. Hence 
k=O J-a,, 
By (2.13) and (2.19) we get 
I I (2&J’ a” (54(0, -% 
(2.19) 
n)-14(x,n))dx ~a,+~(n”~+~)=o(n~‘~+‘). (2.20) 
By (2.12) and (2.20) we get 
154m n) -Z((- a,, a,), n)/2u,l= o(n”2~@)+o(,“4+p) = o(n”2p0), (2.21) 
and Lemma 5 is proved. 
For integers 0 s x < y introduce the following notation 
ai(xv Y) =5(Y, vi(x))-t5(Y7 vi-l(x))-(5(x3 vi(x))-t5(xv vi-*(x)) 
=5(Y, %(X))-tb, vi-l(x))-l (i=l,T.. .I. 
(The rz1 Vi(X) were defined in the Proof of Theorem 3). Clearly ‘Y,(x, y), a,(~, y), . . . 
is a sequence of i.i.d. rv for any 0 s x < y. A simple combinatorial argument gives 
the distribution of ~~(0, k) (cf. CsijrgB and R&&z [8], Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 4.1). 
In fact we have 
Lemma 6 
P(a,(O, k) = -1) = P(t(k, ~~(0)) =o) =F, 
f’(a1(0, k) = 0 = P(t(k, v,(O)) = l- 1) = $-jy 
Ea (0, k) = 0, E&(0, k) = 4k - 2 
and for any E > 0 there exists a C = C(E) > 0 such that 
E exp 
(I 
(~~(0, k) + cr,(O, k) +. . . + ~~(0, k) 
((4k-2)n)“2 I) 
SC 
provided that k G en. 
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Remark. This lemma is slightly stronger than the corresponding statement in Csorgo 
and R&&z [S] however the proof is the same. 
Lemma 7. Ifa (4 and p > a/2+a then 
,,~~;,p._ 15(x, n) - 5(y, n)l = o(nP) as n + M a.s. (2.22) 
and 
,,;;I)._ Is(x, n) - 17(y, n)l = o(n’) as n + m a.s. (2.23) 
Proof. By Theorem C (2.22) implies (2.23) hence we prove the former one only. 
Lemma 6 easily implies 
sup sup la,(x, y) + (u,(x, Y) +. . . + (Y~(x, y)I = o( n(a+‘)‘2+E) a.s. 
Ix--ylSn- jsn 
(2.24) 
for any E > 0 as n + 00. Consequently by (1) and Theorem C we also have 
sup sup l~r(x,Y)+%(x,Y)+. . .+Q,(x,Y)I 
Ix-ylSn” jSf,+l 
s sup sup 
Ix-y~rn"j~(l+e)(2nloglog a)"* 
laI(x~Y)+(y2(x~Y)+' * '+aj(xvY)l 
= o( nP) a.s. (2.25) 
where & = max, 5(x, n). Also one can easily see that 
Clearly (2.25) and (2.26) together imply (2.22). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Choosing a, as in Lemma 4 by (2.23) for any E > 0 we have 
IdO, n) - ff((- an, 4/2a,l= o(n W+WW+lr-_y)+~) = o( n3/8+~)_ (2.27) 
(2.27) and Lemma 5 together imply (6) while (7) follows from Remark 2. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
First some lemmas. 
Lemma 8. For any e > 0 and K > 0 there exists C = C( E, K) > 0 such that for all 
positive integers n and b, > 0 we have 
P{sup,E((u, u+b,), n)s n”2b,(log n)l+E}s C/nK, (3.1) 
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where 
E((u, u+b,), n)=u<X;U+b 5(x, n). 
n 
Proof. Consider 
Hence 
P{sup Z((u, u + b,), n} 2 n”‘b,(log n)‘+&} 
U 
G P{ max 5(x, n) 2 n”*(log n)‘+‘} 
_“SXG?I 
S c P{[(x, n) 2 n1’2(log n)‘+E} 
--n=.rsn 
s (2n + l)P{[(O, n) 2 n”*(log n)‘+E}S C/nK, 
and Lemma 8 is proved. 
Lemma 9. For any E > 0 and K > 0 there exists C = C(E, K) > 0 such that for all 
positive integers n 
P{s;p I%((u - a,, ~+a,), n)-E((u-a,, ~+a,), n)l 
3 n”2(log n)2+2E}S C/nK, (3.2) 
where {a,} is any sequence of positive numbers, and for any Bore1 set A 
H,(A,n):=No.{k:O=~k~n, W(k)EA}. 
Proof. By the Komlos, Major and Tusnady [13] construction we have 
P{E((u-a,+(log n)l+E, u+a,-(log n)l+E), n)SH,((u-a,, u+a,), n) 
~E((u-a,-(10gn)‘+“,u+a,+(10gn)‘+”),n),-~<u<~}~1 
- C/nK. 
By Lemma 8 with b, = (log n)‘+” we have 
P{sup IE((u-a,+(log n)ltE, u+a, -(log n)l+‘), n) 
” 
and 
- Z((u -a,, u + a,), n)l2 n”2(log n)2+28} S C/nK, 
P{sup IE((u-an-(log n)‘+‘, u+a,+(log n)l+E), n) 
” 
-E((u-an, u+a,), n)lS n1’2(log n)2+2e}G C/nK. 
Combining now the above three inequalities we get Lemma 9. 
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Lemma 10. For any E > 0 and K > 0 there exists C = C( E, K) > 0 such that for all 
b, > 0 and positive integers n 
P{sup H,((u, u+b,), n)~n”~b,(log n)““}SC/nK. (3.3) 
” 
Proof. Combining (3.1) and (3.2) with a, = b, in the latter, we get (3.3). 
From now on the conditions of Theorem 2 will be assumed, however not all of 
them used in all Lemmas. 
Lemma 11. For any e > 0 and K > 0 there exists C = C(s, K) > 0 such that for all 
positive integers n 
P{sup IHI@ - a,, ufa,), n)-Z((u-a,, ufa,), n)l 
U 
2 n1’2(log n)2+2E}5 C/nK, (3.4) 
where {a,,} is any sequence of positive numbers. 
Proof. By the Komlos, Major and Tusnady [13] construction we have 
P{H,((u-a,+(log n)‘+E, u+a, -(log n)‘+‘), n)sZ((u-a,, u+a,), n) 
G H,((u - a, -(log n)r+‘, u + a, + (log n)t+‘), n), --00 < u <aI 
al-C/nK. 
By Lemma 10 with b, = (log n)l+E we have 
P{supIH,((u-a,+(log n)l+E, u+a,-(log n)‘+‘), n) 
” 
and 
-H,((u-a,, u+a,), n)lS n1’2(log n)2+2E}S C/nK, 
P{sup IH,((u - a, - (log n)‘+‘, u + a, + (log n)‘+‘), n) 
” 
-HI((u-a,, ~+a,), n)ls n”2(log n)2+2’}S C/nK. 
Combining now the above inequalities we get (3.4), and Lemma 11 is proved. 
Remark 3. We note that Lemma 11 is an analogue of Theorem H. 
Lemma 12. For any E > 0 and K > 0 there exists C = C(e, K) > 0 such that for all 
b, > 0 and positive integers n 
P{sup Z((u, u+ b,), n)> n”2b,(log n)lfE}G C/nK. 
” 
(3.5) 
Proof. Combining (3.3) and (3.4) with a,, = b, in the latter, we get (3.5). 
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Lemma 13. Assume condition (10). For any E > 0 there exists a K = K(E) > 0 such 
that.for any positive integer n 
P{sup No.{k: 1s ks n, Tk~[~-nn4’P, ~+n~~‘~]}a n’}s Kn-*, (3.6) 
X 
where /3 > 0 is that of condition (10). 
Proof. Let 
vj:=No.{k:jsk<n, TkE[Tj_,-n-4’P, Tj_,+n-4’P]}, j=l,..., n, 
and 
(jI._ 1 if TkE[I’_I-np4’P, q_,+n-4’P], 
(Yk .- 
1 0 otherwise. 
Then ~,=Ci=j CK’,” and, by (lo), 
Eaj;‘) = P{ Tk E [ Tj_, - np4”, IT;_, + n-4’P]} 
sC(n-4+(k-j+1)-‘) (j=l,...,k). 
Also, for 1 <j G k, < k2 < . . . < k, < n (I = 1,2, . . .) we have 
J&y&g. . . a$)= P /‘$ (T,,E[q_,-n-4’P, 7;_,+np4’@ 
1 r=, ])I 
G i C(2V4 +(ki-ki-J1), k,:=O, 
i=L 
where the latter inequality is by (10) combined with 
I-I 
P 
{ 
Tk, E [T,_, - n-4’p, 7;_, + n?‘] n ( Tk, E [T,_, -n?‘, 7;_, + n?’ 
r=, ])I 
~P{T,,E[T~,_,-~~~~‘~,T~,_,+~~~~‘~]}, l-l,2 ,.... 
Hence 
ET; = c i C(2@K4 +(ki-k,_,)-‘)s C(log n)’ 
lG,“k,<...<k,Gn i=, 
for some C = C(I) > 0. 
So for any E > 0 we have 
p{ vj 2 2-‘n”} = P{ 77; 2 2-‘n”} S C(log n)‘n-” S Cn-‘, 
on choosing 1 large enough. 
The latter in turn implies that for any E > 0 
P{ max qj>2m1n”}s Cn-*. 
ISjGrl 
(3.7) 
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Also, 
(sup No.{k: 1s ks n, T,E[x-~-~‘~,x+,-~‘~]}~~‘) 
x 
c ( max qj 3 2-lnE), 
lz%jG" 
and this combined with (3.7) implies (3.6). 
Lemma 14. Let a,, = ns, 0 < 6 <a. Then for any E > 0 we have 
sup 
U II 
“+a” 
14(x, n) dx-Z((u -a,, n + a,), n) (2a,)-’ 
u-a. 
=o(n (1/2-s+E ) a.s. (n+co). 
Proof. Let 
A(u)=A,(u):={k: l<ksn-1, TkE(u-aa,,u+a,), Tk_, 
E(u-aa,, u+a,)l, 
B(u)=B,(u):={k: l~ksn-1, Tkg(u--“,~+a,,), Tk-, 
E (u -a,, u + a,)), 
C(u)=C,,(u):={k: lGksn--1, TkE(u-aa,,u+a,), Tk-l 
&((u-a,, u+a,)}. 
By the definition of l4 and repeating the proof of (2.3), mutatis mutandis, we have 
ll 
U-CO” 
J4(x, n) dx - C YE c z Y$. (3.8) 
u-0. keA(u) ksB(u)uC(u) 
Since 
1 Ykj S (log k)l+E except for finitely many k 
with probability one for any E > 0, (3.9) 
on repeating the estimation of No.{ k: k E B} in Lemma 4 and applying (3.5) with 
b, = (log n)lrE instead of (2.1), we have that 
sup No.{k: k E B(u)} d 0( 1) + n”2(log n)2+28 (3.10) 
U 
almost surely. 
A similar upper estimate of No.{ k: k E C(u)} is also true. 
Next consider 
z Y2,+,-O(l)C c Y-z,< c Y2k+,, 
ksJ%(u) ktA(u) kED.(u) 
(3.11) 
80 
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E,(u):={k: lSk<n-1, T,E(u-ua,+(logn)‘+“,u+a,-(logn)‘+’)}, 
and 
D,(u):={k: lsk<n--1, Tk~(u-ua,,u+a,)}, 
and the left hand side inequality is due to (3.9). 
We have 
P c YZk+,. 
kcD.(u) 
=P 
z((u-a”,u+an).n) 
c y’,,+, -Z((u-u,,u+u,),n) ar~*‘~+~u~‘~ 
k=l 
(3.12) 
for all B > 0 and real u, where 
vr= v,(u):=inf{k: ka0, TkE(u-u,,, ~+a,)} 
Y,= v,(u):=inf{k: k> v,-~, TkE(u-ua,, ~+a,)}. 
Clearly Y,,+,, Y,,+l,. . . -is a sequence of i.i.d. rv with the same distribution as that 
of Y,. Hence the right hand side of (3.12) is bounded above by 
P{Z((u-a,, u+u,), n)~u”n”2+‘} 
a nl/Z+r 
+ “C P II i Y2y*+,-j ~~~‘~n”~+‘~Z((u-u,, u+u,), n)=j 
I 3=0 (Ik=l I 
xP{Z((u-u,,u+u,),n)=j) 
s P{Z((u-a,, u+u,), n)~u,n”*+“l 
for all n 2 1, real u, E > 0. By Lemma 12 with its 6, = a, = rr’ we have 
P{.Z((u-a,, ~+a,), r1)2u,n”~+‘}SC/n~, 
while clearly we have also 
foralln~1,realu,.s>OandK>OwithsomeC=C(~,K)>O. 
By (3.12)-(3.15) we get 
P 
{I 
c YE+, -Z((u-u,,u+u,),n) Zr~‘/~+~ufJ~ SC/nK. 
keD,(u) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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Now let uj = j/ n41P, -Y,, = -_n(4/p)+’ <j < nC4’a)+l = ym where p > 0 is that of condi- 
tion (10). By (3.16) we then have 
P 
I I 
sup c YE+, -_Z((uj-a,, ~~+a,), n) 3~1*‘~+~af/~ 
I 
G C/nK. 
-v.~i~v. kED.(U,) 
(3.17) 
By (3.6) we have 
P{ sup SUP IZ((U-U,, u+a,), fl)-Z((l4j_CZ~, Uj+U,), n)l> n’}< C/n’. 
-y SjS-f. u,SuSu,+, n 
(3.18) 
By (3.9) and (3.18) we get 
sup sup c Y’,+,- c Y2k+1 
-V”=isV. U,=zUGU,+, keD.(u) k=D,(u,) 
= sup sup c Ykz+, 
-y,,sjsy. u,rusu,+l ktD.(u)AD,(u,) 
=s n’(log n)2+*& for all but finitely many n a.s. 
(3.19) 
By (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) we get 
sup c Yzk+, -Z((u-a,, ~+a,,), n) =o(r~“~+‘a~‘~) a.s. (3.20) 
~nsurn kcD,,(u) 
Since supI%ks,, ( Tkl c n as. for all but finitely many n, by (3.20) we have 
sup c YZkt, -Z((u-a,, ~+a,,), n) =o(r~“~+‘ai’~) a.s. (3.21) 
--m<u<uz keD.(u) 
Similarly we can easily show that 
sup c YZkt, -Z((u-a,, ~+a,,), n) =o(r~“~+“ai’~) as. (3.22) 
--m<“<m ktE,(u) 
By (3.11), (3.21) and (3.22) we get 
sup C Y:--Z((u-a,, ~+a,), n) =o(n1’4+‘ui’2) a.s. 
--03<u<m keA(u) 
(3.23) 
By (3.9) and (3.10) we have 
sup c YE = O(n”2(log n)4+4e) a.s. (3.24) 
--mtu<m ktB(u)uC(u) 
Hence by (3.8), (3.23) and (3.24) we get almost surely that 
II 
td+Cln 
sup J4(x, n) dx-Z((u-a,, ~+a,), n)l=O(n”2(log n)4+4E). 
--m<u<m “__LI” 
(3.25) 
This in turn also proves Lemma 14. 
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Lemma 15. For any 0 < 6 < E, K > 0 there exists C = C( 6, E, K) > 0 such that for all 
positive integers n 
P&5(x, n)-Lb(y, n)l> n”4+Elc c/n”, 
provided -~<x<y<x+n~<~, S<$. 
Proof. By Theorem 4 for x < y fixed reals we have 
(3.26) 
Hence it suffices to show that 
{I 
n--l 
P & I,x,,I(Tk) Yk+, 
Since {c::: ILx,yl( Tk) s n1’2+f} implies 
P 1 I 
n--l 
sup c X+1 
Ozzjszn”‘+’ Os/Gj I 
< ksO yk+l 
T,,~x.YI 
1 
“-1 
G P k&o I,,,,,( Tk) > n”‘+’ s Cl nK, 
where the latter inequality is by Lemma 12 with b, = n’. 
On the other hand 
by having assumed the existence of the moment generating function of YI. Hence 
Lemma 15 is proved. 
Lemma 16. Forany 0<6<+ and&>0 
sup /c4(u, n)-(2a,)-‘Z((u-a,, u+a,), n)l =~(nl’~-*+‘) a.s. 
” 
where a, = n’? 
Proof. By Lemma 13 and (3.9) we have a.s. 
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which in turn by (3.26) implies thatfor any E > 0 there exists a C = C(e) > 0 such that 
sup s:;4,8 kXx, n) - &(x+ s, n)l c Cn”(log n)‘+” a.s. (3.27) 
X 
for all but a finite number n. 
AlsobyLemma15forany0<6<&, K>OthereexistsaC=C(e,K)>Osuch 
that 
P{max max j&(k, n)-&(k+ln-4’P, n)l> n1’4+E}s C/nK. 
Ikisn ~I(sn4”+’ 
(3.28) 
Now (3.27) and (3.28) combined imply that for any O< 6 < e 
max sup 1c4(k, n)-14(k+s, n)\=o(r~“~+~) as. (3.29) 
lklsn /.+zn6 
Since supISkS,, lTkl =G n a.s. for all but finitely many n, by (3.29) we have that, for 
any 0<6<e, 
s;p ,~~“!a kk, n) - c4(x+ s, n)l= o(n1’4+E) a.s. 
which in turn implies that, for any O< 6 < E, 
U+(ln 
sup 1(2a,)-’ 14(x, n) dx - 14(u, n)l = o(n”4+E) a.s., (3.30) 
!A I 
u_~ 
n 
where a, = n’. Hence we have our Lemma 16 by (3.30) and Lemma 14. 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemma 7 for any e > 0 and any 0 < a < f we have 
sup (n(u, n)-(2a,)-‘H((u-a,, uta,), n)(=o(a,n1’4+“) a.s. 
--m<U<oO 
(3.31) 
Combining Lemma 16, (3.31) and Theorem H, we get Theorem 2. 
4. Consequences and remarks 
By Theorem 1 we have 
Consequence 2. Zf El Y,(4+P < CO for some t.~ > 0, then replacing k(O, n) by 14(0, n) in 
Theorems A and B, their statements remain true. 
Consequence 3. Assuming the conditions of Theorem 2 (cf also Remark 1) and 
replacing ~(x, n) by 14(x, n) in (1) and (2), then their statements remain true. 
Remark 4. Theorems D and F do not of course imply any of the Consequences 2 
and 3. However Theorem E under its conditions implies Consequences 2 and 3. 
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Remark 6. In case of the second part of Example 1 of Remark 1 the conditions of 
Theorems F and 1 are true, but condition (10) of Theorem 2 and those of (4), (4*) 
and (5) are not satisfied. Hence in this case we have Theorems A and B for &,(O, n) 
by Theorem 1, but we cannot conclude (1) and (2) for &,4(x, n). However we 
conjecture that (1) and (2) are true in this example. This would follow from our 
Theorem 2 if we could drop its condition (10). Hence we 
Conjecture that Theorem 2 holds true without the condition (10). 
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